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Abstract. In this paper, we have described the expenmental evidence for the polyhedral or-

der in metastable Al-Mn alloy (icosahedral phase). We have used the anomalous dilfractometry
technique to identify the X-ray pattems of this alloy. For the first lime, the radial distribution

function of the diffuse rings scattered by this alloy is obtained by applying this new technique.
Unlike previous methods used for interpreting the X-ray patterns of this phase, we have in-

troduced
a new

method of separation for interpreting X-ray pattems. The X-ray diffraction

pattem has been nurnerically resilved into
a

broad diffuse halo and sharp litres. Using finis

procedure the correlation position was deduced from
a

high quality interference function. We

have Dot been able to explain either trie origin of the sharp litres
or

the relationship of the two

parts responsible for the fines and rings. In order to explam trie above we need
an appropnate

geornetrical rnodel and sonne structural information
on

the rnedium range order of the atorns

causing scattered rings. This information is contained in the partial pair-pair correlation func-

tion of the coherent background. The result of this work rnay be of aid in order to comprehend
the "genetic" relationship between the structure of the crystalline, arnorphous FK phases and

this
new

rnetastable alloy or icosahedral phase.

1. Introduction

Many attempts have been made to explain the atomic arrangements of a new metastable

intermetallic phase (Al-Mn) which has been obtained by the melt spinning technique. The

icosahedral point group symmetry il m) of the electron diffraction pattern of this phase is

inconsistent with translational of periodicity.
Various non-crystalline mathematical mortels have been proposed for the above structure,

namely the quasi crystalline mortel. These mortels can be dassified into two categories:

1) The first one is based on a Penrose aperiodic lattice which can be constructed by the

projection of a six-dimensioual space (Levine et ai. Ill

2) The other is a random connection of icosahedra (RCI-Shechtman et ai. [2j). Ail these

mortels predict Sharp diffraction fines despite their apenodic nature.

Other investigators have proposed a crystal structure with a unit cell to explain the X-ray
diagram of this phase [3-5j.

(*) Associé au CNRS (URA D 0002)
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Although these models acount for the symmetry or the pseudosymmetry, the exact atomic

arrangement in this alloy is still controversial and has not been confirmed experimentally. This

is due to two tacts:

a) These alloys have been obtained only by splat cooling technique, in which the sample is
always in the iorm oi a polycrystal. The structural determination by the powder method
is not an easy task. It can be known precisely ii the structural studies are periormed
with single crystals.

b) It is well-known that the metastable alloys obtained by melt spinning are non homoge-
neous samples. The non-homogeneity oi the sample is related to the different rates oi

cooling, in cooling of the molten alloy on a rotating metal wheel or another substrate [6, 7j.

In addition, despite the prediction of obtaining
an X-ray pattern with discrete hnes, a pre-

cise diffraction diagram indicates intrinsic diffused scattered rings [8,9j. Whereas in classical
dijfractometry the dijf~se coherent rings cannot be distinguished irom the non-coherent scat-
teriug, the total background (the diffuse coherent rings + non-coherent scattering) is ignored
and excluded irom the total diffracted intensity. However, X-ray diagrams have been obtained
careiully by using new techniques of Anomalous Diffraction (A.D.). X-ray diagrams ofthis alloy
taken using this technique consist of sharp fines superimposed on the diffuse rings [10,11].

The purpose of this work is the structural study of Al-Mn, obtained by melt spinning tech-
niques, witho~t the ezcl~sion of the diffused scattenng part of the diffracted inteusity. This

uew technique of anomalous diffractometry has been used to identiiy the X-ray pattern oi this

new metastable phase.

2. Experimental Method

Alloys were prepared with rapid quenching from the melt on the surface of a single Cu roller.
With the help of this technique, samples of o.5 mm thickness with lateral dimensions of 70 mm x

8 mm were obtained for this experiment.
The availability of synchrotron radiation and the rotating target permit an easy wavelength

selection. Thus pattems with a chosen wavelength, either far from or near the absorption edge
of an atom can be obtained. The dependence of the atomic scattering factor, f, of an element
ou the energy of the incident X-ray beam is sufficient for changing the contrast between the
different components of a qaterial.

A new diffractometer has been designed for this purpose. For separating fluorescence and
incoherent radiation from the coherent component, the scattered beam is recorded by an energy

dispersive detector of lithium-drifted silicon. The detector is connected to a preamplifier and

a puise processor. The puise processor is a sophisticated signal processing unit which provides
a linear amplification,

noise filtering, puise pife-up rejections and a life-time correction. The
solid state detector has

an energy resolution of150 eV at 8 kev. Its resolutiou in energy does
not only permit the ehmination of fluorescent radiation from the sample but it also partially

removes the incoherent Compton scattenng.
The very simple geometrical construction of the goniometer (in contrast with the ideal X-ray

goniometer) is due to the parallel beam and the X-ray optical arrangement.
The diffractometer

can be optimised to reduce the deviation of the observed diffraction
profile fines from the ideal profile (Delta Function). This technique facilitated the important
background and Compton corrections, enhancing the quality of X-ray patterns and achieving
high resolution. Thus recordings of low intensities and high Bragg reflections with numerous
wavelengths in the same expenment can be performed.
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All these advantages have allowed the creation of a new technique called Anomalous Diffrac-

tion (AD ). This technique was used intensively to obtain partial distribution functions for the

structural study of metallic amorphous alloys. The details of the A.D. method can be found

elsewhere [12].
The diffracted intensity was measured in transmission and reflection at the following euergies:

Below and at Mn and Zr, K absorption edges for the Al-Mn alloy (E
=

6529, 6500, 6339,

17984 eV) and below and at the CU and Zr, K absorption edges for a "control" sample of the

CU (E
=

8980 eV).
Figure 1 shows X-ray pattems of pure polycrystalline Cu, in

the form of a powder, obtained

by the A.D. technique. The wavelength was selected to be 0.6922 À, about 1 eV further from

the K absorption edge of Zr element (17984 eV) and far from the K edge of Cu. Figure 16

shows only discrete Bragg reflections without any background. But if the selected wavelength,

=
1.3806 À, is around 6 eV of the CUK absorption edge (E

=
8980 eV) then the Bragg

reflection of Cu will be superimposed on the background.

It is well-known that this background is mainly due to a secondary fluorescent radiation

which causes a high incoherent background (Fig. la). The presence oi this background, is due

to the resolution oi the detector. The resolution oi the solid state detector near the K edge

oi Cu is suificient to resolve the fluorescent fine oi Ka irom Kp but not adequate enough to

resolve Kp irom coherent diffracted beams irom the sample. Thereiore, an accurate estimation

oi Kp is necessary so that it can be subtracted irom the diffracted intensity oi the photon

scattered elastically irom the sample.

Due to predictions in theoretical works, we have assumed a
Ka/K~ ratio which is inde-

pendent oi the excitation energy. A precise measurement oi the two fluorescence fines gives

Kp~~ /K~~~ a value oi Ù-1? eV instead oi 0,19 given in reierence [13]. The diffracted intensity

is normalized to this value. The result is Figure lc which shows the absence oi background

and only the presence oi the Bragg reflections.

Hence, by this procedure oi normalization a powder pattem oi a polycrystalline sample can

be obtained. This pattern consists oi discrete Bragg reflections, with symmetrical fines and a

resolution oi about FWHM
=

9 x
10~3 (K

=
1.43 x

10~3 À~~ ).

3. Results and Discussion

Figure 2 shows X-ray patterns oi a rapid quenched Al 25 wt% Mn obtained with a photon

energy oi 17984 eV near the K edge oi Zr (À =
0.6922 À) and near the MnK edges (E

=
6529 eV,

8 eV below the Mn edge). Alter uormalization (see [12]), these diagrams still consist oi sharp

fines superimposed on the diffused rings. Thereiore the background is intTinsic to the sample.

To interpret such an X-ray diagram consisting oi a mixture oi sharp fines and diffused rings,

it would be convenient to separate the fines irom the coherent background (rings).

Here, a new procedure is proposed in which the diffraction pattem has been numencally

resolved into rings and sharp fines by a computer program with respect to the iollowing three

hypotheses:

a) The law oi conservation oi coherent intensity scattered by the sample. Meaning that the

intensity II) oi each point on the X-ray diagram is the sum
oi the intensities scattered by

two parts; the sharp fines, part (fi) and the background, part (12) in the sample. Then:

Îtotal
"

il +12

b) The intensity oi each point oi the background curve should be:

12 ~ Îtotal
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Fig. 1. X-ray diagram of polycrystal of Cu (control sample) with
a selected (E

=
8980 eV)

near
K absorption edge of Cu (À =1.38059 À): a) with non-coherent B-G-, b) without B-G-, far from the
K edge of the Cu, c) after normalization without non-coherent B-G-

c) The intensity oi any point oi the X-ray diagram where there is no fine should be:

~l 12
"

Îtotal

By using t.hese hypotheses,the lineless sections will be conserved as a part oi the background
curve. By linear interpolation the missing part oi the background

curve and the sharp fine
diagrams will be constructed in order to obtain the coherent background (rings) X-ray diagram
and the sharp fine spectrum (see Fig. 3c). This procedure produces two diagrams:

a sharp
hne spectrum and rings.
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Fig. 2. The X-ray pattem of
a

metastable Al-Mn. This diagrarn consists of sharp litres superim-

posed on the rings (coherent B-G- ). Figures a, b show mixed X-ray pattems of Al-Mn with trie energy

near and for from the K absorption edge of Mn, a) Near the Zr K-edge, E
=

17984 eV,
=

0.6822 À.

b) Near the Mn K-edge, E
=

6529 eV, 8 eV below of Mn edge.

3.1. SPECTRUM oF SHARP LINES. Figure 4a indicates a spectrum oi Sharp reflections.

Trie feature of this diagram is similar to the one
reported by Bancel et ai. [14j. They indexed

the reflection fines oi this high resolution X-ray diagram obtained by synchrotron radiation in
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three different phases:

.
the orthorhombic equilibrium A16Mn (2-3$lo);

«
the icc Al;

« a third phase which they called the icosahedral phase.
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Fig. 3. These figures show dilferent stages of separation of Figure 2b. These mixture X-ray patterns
can be nurnencally resolved by special procedures into two diagrams: ring diagrams, fine diagrams.
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Fig. 3. (Gonhnued.)

The corresponding "d" spacings and their respective intensities are given in Table I and they

are
compared to the results oi other investigators.

This phase was indexed by the proposed model oi Levine and Steinnardt. At their maximum

position only 13 reflections oi the X-ray pattern match with 30 calculated reflections oi thé

model.

Previous to this paper, Schechtman and Blech ils] reported an X-ray diagram obtained by

dassical diffractometry, using CuKa, oi a new
metastable phase oi Al-Mn. Three compositions

oi this alloy (18, 22 and 25.3 Mn wt$lo) have been quenched. A non
crystalline structural mortel

with an
assembly oi icosahedral units, joined by their edges to each other, has been reported

by them. They daim to have q~ite a good agreement of the calculated spacings id) with

those obtained expenmentally. Nine reflections have been measured oi which three reflections

(3.83, 2.056 and 1.497 À) have not been identified. The relative intensity I oi these reflections

corresponds respectively to 7, 75 and 7 cannot be considered as
weak reflections ils].

Seven days later they and two more investigators submitted a new paper to report the same

metastable phase oi Al-Mn which crystallizes in a
non-crystallographic symmetry oi il m).

They daimed that their X-ray pattem coula not have been indexed by any Bravais lattice.

They then suggested a long range orientational order without reporting the "d" spacings and

the observed relative intensity oi each reflection fine [16]

A year later, Pauling proposed a large cubic cell la
=

26.7 À) for indexing the spacings

measured irom the dassical X-ray pattem (À
=

CuKa) oi this new
metastable phase which

was
obtained by Schechtman and Blech ils] (see Tab. I). From this unit cell, 22 "d" spacings

were
predicted with which only ten interplanar spacings present ou the X-ray pattem are

comparable. In the structural interpretation, the absence oi (iii), (311) (333) and (sll)

reflections in the X-ray powder diffraction pattem has been explained, (see Rets. [3,4]).

Later on in 1988 other investigators [Si proposed a large tetragonal unit cell as the crystal

structure oi this new phase. For this structural analysis the interplanar spacing oi Bancel et
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=
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El
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from K absorption edge of Mn), b) Line spectrum of metastable Al-Mn alloy (near to the Mn edge)
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6539 eV-K edge of Mn), c) Zoom of 29
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this wavelength.
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Table I. Obserued interplanar spacing (À) and obserued relative intensities from the

metastable A16Mn phase.

This work

=
1.54 À

=
1.54 À E

=
14600 eV E

=
1798 eV E

=
6529 eV E

=
2 x 6529 eV

Schechtman Pauling Bancel
=

0.6822 À
=

1.89885 À
=

0.9494 À

d

3830 7 8500 7
.850 22 9100 20 .87 là .895

5

3.3330 2 3.3400 2 3.356 8 3.3750 9 3.35 < 1
3.389

2.5100 1 3.700 6

2.1681 00 2.1680 00

2.0624 75 2.0600 150 2.065 78 2.0660 100 2.06 85 2,100 100

2.0560 75 - - - - - - - - - -

1.7639 7

1.4970 7

1.4600 2

1.2760
21

1.1000 6 1.0994 6 1,l10 6 1.0920 14

1.0860 5 1.0856 5 1.090 7 1.0120 6

. the irst reflection by

d i d 1

10.78 0.7 6.390 < o-S

9.470 0.6 6.2410 < o-S

8.720 1.2 6.1360 < o-S

8.190 < o-S S.840 1.1

7.900 < o-S SA10 < o-S

7.àoo < o-à à.ioo < o-à

7.178 < o-S 4.142 < o-S

6.790 < o-S 4.067 < o-S

6.169 <0.S

(+) This is
trie reasou of our analogy with Al-Ge system.
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ai. [14] was used (see Tab. I). Table I shows that there are remarkable discrepancies between

the "d" values and the intensities.

Even for equilibrium alloys, the absence oi the first reflection is a most serious handicap for

any attempt at structural analysis. Indeed it is well-known that the indexibility oi a powder

pattern is related to the accuracy in resolving the powder reflection or the peak to background
ratio. In any case their combined effect is devastating for determining the indexability of a

pattern.

Another problem in identifying metastable phases in splat-quenched alloys is the separation
of the X-ray reflection due to the various phases. It becomes especially problematic where

phases co-exist with the intermetallic equilibrium phase over this composition range as in the

Al-Mn system. Al-Ge would be an ideal system for demonstrating this problem. Contrary to

the Al-Mn system, in the Al-Ge system there are no intermediate phases ICI. Ref. [7j). Due

to the complexity of the X-ray diffraction pattern of these metastable phases the total number

of reflections observed by various investigators were not similar. Consequently different unit

cells (cubic, hcp, 4 different tetrahedrals, rhombohedral and monodinic) were assigned. These

discrepancies in the X-ray powder pattem could be either due to the lack of control over the

cooling rate, or a weak separation of the lines of different phases, or not grouping well the

diffraction lines. In the case of Al-Mn, the presence of at least four intermediate phases in the

equilibrium diagram of this region make the interpretation of the X-ray pattem of each phase

more diificult.

Figure 4 shows sharp reflection diagrams obtained at E
=

6529 eV and E
=

17984 eV where

the position and intensity of each reflection can be measured precisely (Tab. I). The position of

all reflections at E
=

6529 eV remains ~nto~ched compared to the d spacings derived from the

radiation at E
=

17984 eV. Obviously, the intensity of the reflections changes considerably for

E
=

6529 eV (-8 eV below MnK absorption edge). For instance at d
=

3.35À the reflection

vanishes and the height of the other reflections change, 1-e-, the intensity of the reflection at

d
=

3.87 À changes to 15 instead of 20 and the reflection of d
=

2.169 becomes the strongest
line of this diagram ICI. Tab. I).

As we have mentioned the variation of the relative intensity is due to the rapid changes
of the scattering factor If) as a function of the photon energy near the absorption edge of

one atomic species. In this system Mn is mainly responsible for this reflection. It is worth

mentioning that this dispersion ejfect is flot an artifact. This is due to the fact that, in the

same experiment, the performance of anomalous diffractometry would allow the possibility of

selecting the harmonic (2E) of the previous radiation E, which is close to the Mn absorption
edge. Figure 5 shows the X-ray diagram derived from the 2E radiation which is for from the

Mn edge. The effect of anomalous dispersion is the disappearance of the reflection of d
=

3.35
À and the appearance of a change in the relative intensity of the other reflection which matches

with the sharp line diagrams derived from E
=

17984 eV. Note that this phenomenon permits
the separation of mixture patterns which belong to different metastable intermediate phases.
Therefore the spectrum of hnes can be compared significantly by measuring, from different

wavelengths, the relative intensity, the maximum position, and the profile of each line.

Here the relative intensity can be defined as the ratio of the integrated intensity of each line

to the integrated intensity of the strongest line. Hence a related structure factor F(hkl) of

each line can obtained accurately in contrast to those before the separation procedure.
On the other hard in this method scattered radiation for very small Bragg angles from

the sample is not over shadowed by a direct beam. Before the first reflection reported by
Bancel et ai. Id

=
3.85 À),

we are able to measure at least 17 reflections ICI. Tab. I). As

mentioned before, these weak reflections are indispensable for the structural determination of

the metastable phase ICI. Tab. I). The high resolution of this technique permits us to identify
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or the coherent dilfracted intensity fd(9) (Fig. 5), b) This Figure

shows the rebability of finis technique for two dilferent experiments.

all Al reflectious up to 2Ù
=

140° (K
=

18 À~~) and separate them from coherent scattered
beams for the new phase.

The lattice parameter of a dilute solid solution
was measured to be a =

4.046 À instead of
4.049 À which is the value of the lattice parameter of pure Al reported in literature. From this
we can condude that according to the analogy made with two systems (Al-Mn and Al-Ge),
the missing jirst reflection, modeling

in the non-crystalline structure or the proposed unit cell
is only a belief arising from a short cut which especially exdudes the coherent background

scattered from the quenched Al-Mn sample.

3.2. "RINGS" DIAGRAM. Figure 6 shows a spectrum of rings, after the separation of the
hnes from the mixed diagram (Fig. 3c). This diagram indicates the diffracted intensity Ic(2Ù)

scattered from the "non-crystalline" part of this alloy.
It is obvious this separation can be performed if the ideal powder diffractometry

is used.
For an ideal powder diffractometry,

a raudom orientation of the grains in the sample, a strict
monochromatic beam and an ideal X-ray optics are recommended. This type of performance

in
dassical X-ray diffractometry would be a difficult task. Dur technique facilitates the achieve-
ment of an important background and Compton corrections for obtaining a high quality X-ray
pattem with a high resolution and without any statistical noise. Figure 6b shows the reliability

of this technique in the case of a disordered matenal at a high K. (K
=

~~)~~). Due to this
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performance, we believe that this procedure of separation is
justified.

The first halo of this diffracted intensity Ic(2Ù) indicates the presence of a short range

correlation and the absence of a long range order. Hereafter an
essential question can be

brought up: what is the relationship between the part responsible for the fine fines and the

ring diagram ?

In order to answer this question we
would have to use the "amorphography" technique and

such a technique would require a high quality interference function.

3.2.1. Interfereuce Fbuctiou. To acquire the interference function, J(K)
=

@, the

intensity was
obtained from rings diagram which can be considered as a scattering of an

isotrôpic part of the sample. Here N is the total number of the diffracting atoms of form factor

and K is the scattering vector. After absorption corrections the interference functions were

derived from the data using the dassical procedure of normalization: dividing the experimental

intensity by a
calculated gaseous scattering intensity adjusted to large value of K. Small

errors in this uormalization are
detected and corrected by taking into account the low R (À)

contribution to the radial distribution function:

m

W(r)
=

r(P(r) -1)
=

(2gr~po)~~ F(K) sin Krdr
Î

obtained by the Fourier transform. In other words, the experimental Ic(K) was
analytically

corrected. According to this argument, there are no interatomic distances smaller than the

nearest neighbourhood distances. This indicates that the curve
below the first peak of the

R-D-F- has a slope of -1" Ii.e. below this peak there is a probability P(r)
=

0 of finding an

atom at a distance r irom a reierence atom).

Figure 7 displays the reduced iuterierence iunction, (F(K)
=

K[J(k) il ), oi an isotropic

part oi a
metastable Al-Mn alloy.

The general ieature oi this curve looks similar to the theoretical interierence iunction oi

Dense Random Packing (DRP) oi a
non-equal sized hard sphere model [17j. In this figure, the

first peak appears at Ki
"

2.95 À~~ and the second peak appears at 4.90 À~~ with a typical

shoulder at the high K side obtained irom the DRP model, and this interierence iunction lead

us to believe that the DRP model is a good approach for describing the local order oi this

curve. The reasons for this assumption are: the maximum position oi the peaks, the existence

oi the shoulder at K3
"

S-g À~~, the ratio oi the first peak position compared to the second

peak position Ii,e. K2/Ki "1.66) which is the signature oi the (DRP) model.

This model was
proposed earlier for the metal-metalloid amorphous alloys in

which the local

order has an
icosahedral symmetry (rive iold symmetry). Thereiore it can be suggested that

the structure oi the part responsible for these rings is based on the icosahedral packing oi12

atoms around the central atom (coordination number CN
=

12).

This duster was
reierred to Hume-Rothery [18j as a Frank unit in a

supercooled liquid. They

join together to constitute a
pentagonal chain in the liquid to provide a uudei for the growth

of Frank-Kasper (FK) crystalline phase. It has been shown that it is possible to congeal this

kind of liquid to form a glassy FK phase [12,19]. From the interference function which has

been obtained from the coherent backgroundrings, we can coudude that the memory of the

Frank chain in the hquid remains in
the part that scatters the coherent background. This

local configuration (icosahedron) cannot tile perfectly in a 3 D eudidean space where all the

atoms are
icosahedrally (CN

=
12) coordinated. Frank and Kasper argued that the polyhedral

cages of complex alloys of transition metals with icosahedral packing and polyhedral cages of

CN
=

14, CN
=

15, and CN
=

16 atorn coordination will tile up in
normal space. It has been
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Fig. 7. The reduced interference function F(K) derived from fà(à). For the first peak Ri
=

2.95 À~~, second: K2
#

4.90 À~~, 3th: K3
=

4.90 À~~, and K2/Ki
#

1.66
-

the signature of trie

ramdam dense packing model. The local order in this structure bas an icosahedral symmetry.

reported that in the structure of Frank-Kasper the anomalous coordinations (1,e. [14-16j) form

infinite FK chains and the chains themselves iorm ordered arrays [23j.

Recent views on structures oi metallic amorphous alloys, propose similar concepts where

theoretical and experimental studies have been taken to account. It can also be added that

polytetrahedral glasses can be regarded as FK structures in which the anomalous chains are

disordered [21].

In order to descnbe the amorphous structure, the curved space concepts were used (for a

general review ou this topic, see Venkateraman, Sahoo and reierences therein [22]. In this

space a periect tetrahedral can be defined as a
(3,3,5) polytope. This polytope and the

complementary (5,3,3) polytope, have been the locus of structural studies oi the Frank-

Kasper phase, such as the A2B (Laves phases) and the ASB (Hauck phases). The model which

is used for describing these structures is a hierarchical model. In this model the rotational

defect lines 1-e- the disdination hnes are generated by a simple iterative succession of decurving

processes. These gradually decrease the curvature of a
(5,3, 3) polytope model and then render

a geometrical model in normal space for non-crystalline matenal.

The occurrence oi disdination networks or the FR chains in the Frank and Kasper crystalline

and amorphous phases can be justified by comparing the partialinterierence iunctions, the inter

atomic distances and the coordination numbers (see Rei. [21]). These quantitative results,

have been achieved for the first time (ci. reierences obtained irom the structural studies oi the

amorphous FK phase [21]).

An imaginary qualitative scenano has been suggested, for transiorming liquids, during a

cool-dowu with different cooling rates, into either the FK crystal or the FK amorphous or
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Fig. 8. This figure shows a strong correlation between trie maximum position of the expenrnental

F(K) of BG and the theoretical geornetrical rnodel (Ref. [2 ii Even trie small hurnps fitted.

other unusual structures such as polymer like chains, Sharp lines supenrnposed on rings in
the

X-ray diagram oi any polymer confirm the viability oi "the imaginary" structural proposition.

Recently, in numerous
structural studies oi polyaniline (Polymers [24]) similar short range

orders in crystalline and amorphous states have been reported.

The behaviour oi total interierence iunctions oi the rings (Fig. 8) are crudely comparable to

the partial interierence iunctions oi the disordered FK phases. Despite the strong correlation

in the peak positions oi these two iunctions it should be mentioned that it is only through the

knowledge oi experirnental partial iunctions that these cornparisons would be credible. This

type oi analogy assumes that the FK chain (fine defects) is a part of the s~bstance which is

responsible for the scattered rings.

3.2.2. Radial Distribution Fbnctions (R.D.F.). Another approach for acquiring structural

information irom the part which is responsible for rings is the determination oi the reduced

radial distribution iunction W(r).

This iunction is denved irom the Fourier Transiormation oi the reduced interierence iunction

(F(k) which represents the average contribution oi all the distinct atomic pairs in the structure

oi these parts. In the interval: 0 < K < 18 À~~ the experimental F(k) curve is
analytically

normalized: according to the above arguments there are no inter atomic distances smaller than

the nearest neighbour distance. This indicates that the curve below the first peak oi the RDF

has a slope oi " -1".

Figure 9 shows that we have succeeded in obtaining such a slope. This achievement has

resulted irom the careiul separation oi the elastic and inelastic components oi the scattered

X-ray bearn and the useiul separation oi the fine spectra irorn the ring diagrams. From these,

a high quality F(k) was obtained. Table II indicates the positions oi the first maxima (in À).

The r max.
oi W(r) oi the background is shown in Figure 9.
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Fig. 9. Trie reduced radial distribution function derived by Fourier transforrn frorn F(K).

Table II. Interatomic distances between the dijferent atoms of metastable A16Mn phase.
(rn: the position in real space of the n~~ oscillations).

Tn ri T2 T3 T4 T5 T6 T7

À 2.6 3 3.4 3 4A 5 7.3

These (rn) values are attributed to the inter atomic distances between the different atoms

of this metastable alloy compound: (Al-Mn). The Goldschmidt radius oi Al is close to 1.43 À

and Mn
=

1.35 À. The first ri can be attributed to Al-Mn (TAI + rmn =
2.78 À

or Mn

(rmn + rmn)
=

2.71 À). However, in two cases the value obtained by this experiment is smaller

thon these values.

For structural investigations, numerous workers [25, 26j have been interested in using the

structural determination oi the crystalline intermetallic compound (A16Mn) oi this metastable

phase. In these studies they have reported that "the powder pattern of A16Mn is toc comptez

ta interpret witho~t ambigmty" [25]. The structural determination was periormed by using

single crystals.

The average nearest neighbour to the Mn-Al distance has been reported to be 2.56+ 0.04 and

the Al-Al
=

2.78 À+ 0.04. Thereiore ri "
2.60 À obtained irom the W(r) oi background can be

logically attributed to the Mn-Al of the first neighbounng distance and not the Mn-Mn distance.

The integration of this peak gives a coordination number of Nc
=

8.96 (with d
=

3.5 g/cm~

see
Ref. [27]) which is between Nc (Mn-Al)

=
10 and Nc (Al-Mn)

=
7. r2 "

2.95 can be

attributed to Al-Al which is rather larger than A12-A13
=

2.89 + 0.045 À obtained in crystalline
order. Obviously a discrepancy rises from the values which are obtained irom the total W(r)
that gives the average distances oi different Al-Al sites.
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In A16Mn three sites have been reported for Al which vary irom A12-A12
=

2.56 À
up

to A13.A12
"

2.89 À. Certainly, for obtaining more precise structural information about the

"environment" oi each component anomalous diffraction techniques have to be used. Currently
using this technique, we are obtaining partial atomic distribution iunctions oi specific atomic

species. Despite this, we should condude that the first neighbour distance oi Mn-Mn ares net

exhibit the properties reported for its crystal counterpart phase (A16Mn).

3.3. CONCLUDING REMARKS. The X-ray patterns oi splat cooled Al-Mn charactenzed by
Sharp lines superimposed on rings have been obtained. Unlike the traditional way used for in-

dexing powder pattems, the method oi "separation" oithe lines irom the rings, for interpreting
this X-ray diagram, has been introduced in this work. For the first time, using these rings la
coherent background) the correlation positions ùere deduced irom a high quality interierence

iunction. These results indicate the structural relationship between the intermetallic complex
phases and this phase. A total RDF of the background indicates that the Mn-Mn contacts are

avoided in the first neighbour as a Frank unit in the supercooled liquid.

This following approach may be used for comprehending the structural relationships.

When the cooling rates changed during solidification, these units are converted into infinite

FK chains (skeleton), which are of three types: ordered chains (polytetrahedral crystals),
disordered chains (amorphous polytetrahedral) and quasi-ordered chains (in À16Mn); which

then result in the propagation of the icosahedral order.

The network of the lines' defect (FK chain) diffracts a different X-ray pattem 1-e- the rings,
the rings have a pre-peak, the lines are superimposed on the rings and the sharp hnes (the
delta function). This is an indication of the different degrees of disorder.

In order to understand this approach we still need more structural information, such as the

interatomic distances and the coordination numbers of this alloy. This information can be

found in the partial pair-pair correlation function of the background. By using a convenient

geometrical model the organization of the disordered FK chains can be achieved by layer
structures which also diffract the Bragg reflection.
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